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Please Help : "So It's Come To
This: Mom and Dad Won't Read
To Us Anymore" Help: I started
with an entire series of plot ideas
but now I'm stuck without any
ideas and I';;l give up on it. I've
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got two sections (lab and
hospital), and part of my story is
about a loved one with diabetes.
Kristina, Probably, the idea of the
story is not interesting for them,
or they wouldn't have read it. You
could try talking to them about
maybe giving you a letter, where
you can explain more details
about the person, and your
thoughts about that. If they don't
seem interested in reading it,
maybe you can ask one of your
other friends to read them.
Advice 2: If you are stuck with no
ideas, go to www.artofwriting.com
and check out their "Inspiration"
section. It will help you find ideas.
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